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5 Application of the Zero-Order Reaction Rate Model and Transition State Theory
6 to predict porous Ti6Al4V bending strength
7

8 L. Reig ⁎, V. Amigó, D. Busquets, J.A. Calero, J.L. Ortiz

9
10Titanium stiffness has been reduced producing porous specimens by means of microsphere sintering. Mathematical
11models are not suitable to model the sintering process of the present study, as they are based in parameters such as
12density, shrinkage or porosity, which vary very little in the porous samples developed. The Zero-Order Reaction Rate
13Model (ZORR) and Transition State Theory (TST) were therefore used as an alternative method tomodel the sintering
14process and estimate bending strength of porous Ti6Al4V obtained by microsphere sintering. Although the model
15parameters have been obtained only for the microsphere sizes analysed, the strength of intermediate sizes could be
16easily estimated following this model.
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24Porous Ti6Al4V samples were produced by microsphere sintering. The Zero-Order Reaction Rate Model and
25Transition State Theory were used to model the sintering process and to estimate the bending strength of
26the porous samples developed. The evolution of the surface area during the sintering process was used to
27obtain sintering parameters (sintering constant, activation energy, frequency factor, constant of activation
28and Gibbs energy of activation). These were then correlated with the bending strength in order to obtain a
29simple model with which to estimate the evolution of the bending strength of the samples when the
30sintering temperature and time are modified:σY ¼ P þ B � ln T � tÞ− ΔGa

R�T
� ��

. Although the sintering parameters
31were obtained only for the microsphere sizes analysed here, the strength of intermediate sizes could easily be
32estimated following this model.
33© 2012 Published by Elsevier B.V.

3435

36

37

38 1. Introduction

39 Titanium alloys exhibit an excellent combination of properties for
40 use in biomedical applications [1–4]. For instance, their elastic
41 modulus is lower than that presented by other metallic materials
42 commonly used as implants, such as stainless steel and cobalt-
43 chromium alloys (Ti6Al4V≈110 GPa; Cr-Co-Mo≈200–230 GPa; Stain-
44 less steel≈200 GPa) [5–9]. Nevertheless, their stiffness is still excessive
45 when compared to that of human cortical bone (10–30 GPa) [7,8] and
46 this, according to Ysander [9], causes weakening problems that can lead
47 to the loosening of the implant [9]. This problem has led researchers to
48 look for different means of reducing the stiffness of titanium [8,10–13].
49 Some of the techniques that have been investigated are based on the
50 development of porous structures, which have been reported to improve
51 cell attachmentwhen an appropriate degree of porosity and pore size are
52 provided [11,14]. Regarding the procedures used to developed porous
53 titanium structures, solid-phase sintering techniques have been proven
54 to be more suitable than liquid-phase foaming. This is mainly due to
55 the highmelting point of titanium and its reactivity at high temperatures
56 [5,14]. The porous samples used in this work were therefore developed
57 by microsphere sintering.

58Although different mathematical models have been proposed to
59obtain the kinetic activity parameters of the sintering process, they
60are all based on properties such as density, shrinkage rate or porosity
61and none of them show a high degree of variation during the sintering
62process used to produce the porous samples [15]. Other models, such
63as that based on the neck-growth sintering rate (NGSR) [16,17] or the
64nth-order Gaussian energy distribution model (NOGD) [18], have also
65been widely used for determining the sintering rate. Nevertheless,
66they too are based on shrinkage and density variations, as well as
67being complex and cumbersome to use. Authors such as Sarikaya et al.
68[15] satisfactorily employed the Zero-Order Reaction Rate (ZORR)
69model and Transition State Theory (TST) as an alternative to the
70aforementioned complex mathematical models.
71The aim of the present research is to estimate the bending strength
72of porous Ti6Al4V samples produced by microsphere sintering by
73applying a ZORR model and TST.

742. Experimental

752.1. Raw material

76Ti6Al4V alloy microspheres produced by the plasma rotating
77electrode process (PREP) were used to develop the porous specimens.
78Three different particle sizes were supplied by Phelly Materials Inc.,
79who provided their chemical composition (Table 1) and granulometric
80distribution (Fig. 1). They have been referenced as Fine (FP), Medium
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81 (MP) and Coarse (CP) in this paper. Fig. 2 shows their regular, spherical
82 shape.
83 Apparent and Tap density of eachmicrosphere sizewere determined
84 according to ASTM B213-97 standards using a Hall flowmeter. The bulk
85 density of Ti6Al4Vwas considered to have a value of 4.42 g/cm3. In order
86 to analyse the evolution of the surface area during the sintering process,
87 the initial surface area per mass unit (S0, m2/g) was determined. It was
88 calculated for every particle size distribution (FP, MP, CP) as the product
89 between the surface area of an individual microsphere and the number
90 of microspheres per mass unit. Due to the relatively narrow particle
91 size distributions, the diameter adopted for the calculations was the
92 average value of each particle fraction, namely 188.32 (FP), 219.65
93 (MP) and 457.67 (CP) μm (Fig. 1). Tap density was found to be close
94 to 2.81 g/cm3 for all sizes.

95 2.2. Microsphere consolidation

96 Microspheres were sintered on yttria, following the process reported
97 in [19]. As explained [19], because bulk yttria moulds are difficult to
98 produce, alumina moulds were used as a support for the yttria coating.
99 Despite reactivity being minimal when yttria was used as the mould
100 material for microsphere sintering, some reactivity with the alumina
101 substrate through the yttria coating was observed. Nevertheless, it was
102 significant only when the smaller microspheres were sintered at higher
103 temperatures (1400 °C) or for longer times (8–12 h) [19–21].
104 Sintering was performed at three different temperatures (1573 K,
105 1623 K and 1673 K) for times ranging from 30 to 720 min (0.5 to
106 12 h). As shown in Table 2, some temperature-time combinations
107 were not used, namely 1573 K–30 min and 1673 K–720 min. While
108 the former was avoided because low bending strength values were
109 expected, the latter was not used in order to prevent reactivity.

1102.3. Three-point bending test

111Bending strength was determined by the three-point bending test
112in accordance with ISO 3325:2000 (ASTM E290-97a). Rectangular
113samples (25×12×4 mm3) were tested at a cross speed of 0.5 mm/s
114in an Instron 4204 Universal Testing machine.

1152.4. Porosity, sinter neck and final surface area

116Porosity was determined by the Archimedes method in compliance
117with Standard UNE EN ISO 2738:1999 (ASTMB328:2003) using a KERN
118770 electronic microbalance and Sartorius YDK01 equipment.
119The size of the necks developed between particles during the
120sintering process was determined for every condition (see Table 2)
121after analysing SEM micrographs. An average size of the neck (ØNECK)
122was established as the average value of forty-five measurements. To
123take the measurements, sinter necks were considered to be circular,
124as they had a regular shape. For this reason, the diameter of the sinter
125neck developed was assumed to be the largest axis of the apparent
126ellipse obtained in the two-dimensional image (see Fig. 3).
127The surface area after sintering (S) was calculated as the difference
128between the initial surface area (S0) and the neck area developed
129during the sintering process (NAREA). Neck area per mass unit was
130calculated as the product between the neck area developed by one
131microsphere and the number of microspheres per gram. For one
132microsphere, the neck area was obtained by multiplying the area of a
133single neck ( π⋅ϕNECK

2
�
4) by the number of contacts between

134neighbouring microspheres (coordination index, CI).
135In order to establish the CI, porosity results were analysed. Total
136porosity obtained by the Archimedes method ranged between 23%
137and 29%, regardless of the initial size of the microspheres and the
138sintering cycle applied. Therefore, porosity values are close to those
139of theoretical close-compact structures, with a packing factor of 0.74
140(26% porosity) and a CI of 12 [22]. Nevertheless, in order to consider
141the particle-size distribution pattern, together with some degree of
142random arrangement in the mould, a slightly lower coordination
143index (CI=10) was adopted.

Fig. 2. SEM Micrograph image of fine particle size microspheres.

Table 1
Chemical composition of the Ti6Al4V, %Wt, microspheres supplied by Phelly Materials compared to ASTM F1580-01 standards.

Element Al V O Fe C H N Cu Sn Ti

ASTM F1580-07 5.5–6.75 3.5–4.5 0.20 0.30 0.08 0.015 0.05 0.1 0.1 Balance
FP 6.45 4.15 0.12 0.13 0.041 0.004 0.029 b0.05 b0.05 Balance
MP 6.73 4.05 0.11 0.21 0.016 0.004 0.026 b0.1 b0.1 Balance
CP 6.15 4.18 0.076 0.072 0.016 0.002 0.006 b0.01 b0.01 Balance

Fig. 1. Particle size distribution of Ti64microspheres: fine, medium and coarse particle size.
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144 3. Results

145 3.1. Application of the ZORR model

146 Fig. 3 shows a porous Ti6Al4V micrograph after the sintering
147 process. As can be seen, necks between particles are discernible and
148 single microspheres can be clearly distinguished, thereby indicating
149 that the sintering process is in the first stage [17]. A smaller variation
150 in density or shrinkage was observed during the sintering process,
151 which, according to German [23], is due to a reduced contribution
152 of the volume diffusion mechanism to neck growth.
153 As reported in Table 2, evolution of the surface area during sintering
154 (ΔS/S0=(S0–S)/S0) was lower than 0.5, which, according to Sarikaya
155 [15], allows the rate of sintering to be calculated by means of the
156 evolution of the surface area. Higher variations were observed when
157 sintering either at higher temperatures or smaller microspheres,
158 which indicates a higher development of the NAREA. Apparently this is
159 in contradiction with the evolution of the ØNECK value, which increases
160 with the size of the microspheres for a given temperature-time cycle,
161 as observed in Fig. 4. Nevertheless, the evolution ofNAREA in the opposite
162 way is explained by the greater specific surface area of the smaller
163 microspheres, which (despite developing a smallerØNECK) have a higher
164 number of contact points among neighbouring microspheres.

1653.2. Relation between surface area and bending strength

166According to Sarikaya [15], the surface area after sintering can be
167related with sintering time by the zero-order Eq. (1):

S ¼ S0−k � t ð1Þ

168169where S0 is the initial surface area, k the sintering constant and t the
170sintering time in minutes. From Fig. 5 it holds that Eq. (1) fits well
171for shorter sintering times, deviating as the sintering time increases
172(720 min), probably due to reactivity with the alumina substrate of
173the mould [19]. Initial surface area, S0, obtained graphically from
174Fig. 5 (approximately 97·10−4 m2/g in FP, 85·10−4 m2/g in MP and
17544·10−4 m2/g in CP), increases as microsphere size decreases. This is
176due to the larger specific surface area.
177The sintering constant, k, can be related with the neck area
178developed while sintering by means of Eq. (2):

S0−S ¼ k � t→S0− S0−NAREAð Þ ¼ k � t→NAREA ¼ k � t ð2Þ
179180
181In Fig. 6, NAREA (obtained through Eq. (2)) is correlated with
182experimental bending strength values by means of a logarithmic
183model. Although a good fit was observed, some points show a high
184deviation (empty triangles in Fig. 6). These points correspond to the
185smaller particles (FP) sintered at 1573 K (1300 °C) for 720 min and
1861673 K (1400 °C) for 480 min. As previously reported [19], these
187anomalous values are related to somedegree of reactionwith the alumina
188substrate of the mould through the yttria coating. This happens mainly
189when sintering the smallest microspheres at high temperatures for long
190sintering times.

1913.3. Estimation of sintering parameters

192The sintering constant, k, was related to the sintering temperature
193through the Arrhenius Eq. (3). To do so, constant ‘k’ units
194(m2g−1 min−1) were converted into m2mol−1 s−1 using the molar
195mass of Ti6Al4V alloy (413.54 mol−1).

ln kð Þ ¼ ln Að Þ− Ea
R

� 1
T

� �
ð3Þ

196197where R is the ideal gas constant (8.314 J·K−1 mol−1), T is the sintering
198temperature in K, Ea is the activation energy and A the frequency factor.
199Although a higher number of experimental pointswould be desirable to

Fig. 3. SEM image of the sinter neck areas formed during sintering.
Fig. 4. Average diameter of the sinter neck developed for each particle size at different
sintering temperatures.

Table 2
Evolution of free surface area (ΔS/S0) for the different microsphere sizes at different
sintering temperatures and times.

t,
min

Particle
size

T, K

1573 1623 1673

30 FP 0.15
MP 0.13
CP 0.07

120 FP 0.12 0.19 0.19
MP 0.09 0.16 0.18
CP 0.05 0.07 0.09

240 FP 0.14 0.20 0.24
MP 0.13 0.20 0.22
CP 0.06 0.09 0.14

480 FP 0.17 0.30 0.30
MP 0.16 0.25 0.31
CP 0.07 0.11 0.16

720 FP 0.23 0.36
MP 0.16 0.26
CP 0.09 0.11
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200achieve greater accuracy, it did allow us to estimate Ea and A for each
201microsphere size (FP, MP, CP) from the slope of the curve and
202intersection with the y axis, respectively (Fig. 7, Table 3).
203The sintering constant, k, was also used to determine the constant
204of activation, Ka, through Eq. (4) [15]:

Ka ¼
k � h
kB � T

� �
ð4Þ

205206where k is the sintering constant, kB is the Boltzmann constant
207(1.381·10−23 J·K−1), h is Planck's constant (6.626·10−34 J) and T is
208the sintering temperature in K.
209Ka was related to the Gibbs energy of activation through the van't
210Hoff Equation [15] in the form of expression (5):

ΔGa ¼ −R � T � ln Kað Þ ð5Þ

211212
213Table 3 summarises the sintering parameters obtained for the
214different sintering temperatures and microsphere sizes analysed in
215the present research.

Fig. 6. Correlation between the neck area obtained with the ZORR model and bending
strength.

Fig. 7. Arrhenius Equation applied to the sintering of Ti6Al4V microspheres.

Fig. 5. Correlation between neck area developed and sintering time at different
temperatures by each particle fraction: a) Fine; b) Medium; c) Coarse.
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F216 3.4. Bending strength estimation by Gibbs energy of activation, sintering

217 temperature and time

218 In accordance with the formulae reported above, NAREA can also be
219 expressed in the form of Eq. (6):

NAREA ¼ k � t ¼ kB
h
� t � T � Ka ð6Þ

220221
222 Logarithmic equations obtained from Fig. 6 were used to correlate
223 NAREA and experimental bending strength values. In these fitting
224 equations, NAREA was replaced by Eq. (6) in order to express bending
225 strength as a function of sintering temperature, sintering time and
226 Gibbs energy of activation (Eq. (7)):

σY ¼ B � ln NAREAð Þ þ C ¼ B � ln
�
kB � T
h

� Ka � t
�
þ C ¼ B

� ln kB
h

� �
þ B � ln T � tÞ− ΔGa

R � T
� �

þ C
	 ð7Þ

227228 where coefficients B and C are obtained from the logarithmic fitting
229 curve in Fig. 6. In order to simplify, the constant terms [B·ln(kB/h)]
230 and C were grouped into a new constant term named P, giving rise
231 to Eq. (8). This equation allows bending strength to be estimated
232 when varying the sintering temperature (K), sintering time (seconds)
233 and Gibbs energy of activation (J/mol):

σY ¼ P þ B � ln T � tÞ− ΔGa

R � T
� �	

ð8Þ

234235

236R is the ideal gas constant. The parameters P, B and ΔGa for the
237microsphere sizes analysed in this paper are reported in Table 3. As
238Fig. 8 shows, a good match is observed between values obtained
239from the model and the experimental ones, meaning that surface
240area evolution can be used in order to obtain a simple model with
241which to estimate the evolution of the bending strength of porous
242samples developed by microsphere sintering. Nevertheless, further
243research must be conducted in order to validate the accuracy of the
244fitting parameters obtained in this research. Surface area analysers
245can be used in order to simplify the process and achieve more
246accurate results. Again, highest deviations from the model (points
247marked as empty triangles in Fig. 8) correspond to porous samples
248developed by the sintering of FP microspheres at high temperatures
249or for long times (i.e. 1673 K–8 h and 1573 K–12 h).

2504. Discussion

251As reported in Table 3, the sintering constant, k, increases with
252temperature, which indicates higher kinetic activity and thus a
253greater development of the sintering necks. For a given sintering
254temperature, k is higher for smaller microspheres, due to their larger
255specific surface area and, as a consequence, the more energy available
256during the sintering process [23].
257Gibbs energy of activation, ΔGa, increases with the temperature
258for every microsphere size and it is almost the same for the smaller
259particles (FP, MP), while having a higher value for the coarse particles
260(Table 3). This evolution shows that the instability of the transition
261state increases on raising the temperature or the size of the
262microspheres, thus promoting a higher development of the sintering
263necks due to an increase in the sintering rate.
264As set out in [19], some reactivity with the underlying alumina of
265the mould through the yttria coating was observed, especially when
266sintering the smaller microspheres at higher temperatures or for
267longer times. This explains the higher deviations observed between
268the experimental values and those obtained from the model. The
269mould material was proved to be a critical issue when developing
270porous Ti6Al4V samples by microsphere sintering, due to the
271complexity of machining the specimens. Although net-shaped yttria
272moulds could be used to avoid the undesirable reaction, they are
273expensive and difficult to produce.

2745. Conclusions

275A simple model based on the Zero Order Reaction Rate and
276Transition State Theory has been established in order to evaluate
277the bending strength of porous Ti6Al4V developed by microsphere
278sintering. The evolution of the surface area was used to obtain the
279parameters of the model for three different microsphere sizes. These
280parameters allow the bending strength variation to be estimated
281when the sintering temperature and time aremodified and the strength
282of other microsphere sizes could be easily estimated following this
283model. Although a good match is observed between data obtained

Fig. 8. Correlation between bending strength obtained experimentally and by the
model.

Table 3
Model parameters obtained from the ZORR model and TST applied to porous Ti64 specimens developed by microsphere sintering.

ME size T, K S0, m2g−1 k 10−6, m2g−1 min−1 Ln (A) A Ea/R Ea, J·mol−1 B C P ΔGa, J·mol−1

FP 1573 0.0102 1.70 555,490
1623 0.0097 3.63 2.461 11.71 2.156·104 179,241 70.267 292.61 1962.17 563,333
1673 0.0097 3.83 580,364

MP 1573 0.0089 1.80 554,743
1623 0.0084 2.32 0.899 2.46 1.925·104 160,028 62.259 241.29 1720.58 569,374
1673 0.0085 3.75 580,685

CP 1573 0.0044 0.28 579,078
1623 0.0044 0.47 7.2061 1347.6 3.209·104 266,796 26.033 140.77 759.32 590,918
1673 0.0043 0.95 599,756
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284 from the model and experimental values, further research must be
285 conducted in order to validate its accuracy. The process can be
286 simplified and more accurate results can be obtained by using surface
287 area analysers in order to determine the evolution of the surface area.
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